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Rolling Road 

Following the successful first visit to the LSD Rolling Road workshops, I attach a report from 

our Competitions Secretary Mike Pelling, followed by a personal view of the day by Roger 

Martin. 

For some time, our Centre has been wanting to hold a Technical Day. Following a call from 

LSD Developments of Fordham, our search was over. 

Arrangements were made and on a cold Spring morning, twelve Anglia members arrived with 

their MGs. 

We had Midgets, V8s, MGBGTs, a 1954 TF 1500, plus modern MGTFs and an MG 160 

Express Van. 

With one of our number travelling from as far as Derbyshire, all were keen to put their MGs 

through their paces on the Rolling Road. 

It was a very successful day and no-one went home with a bag full of broken engine parts. 

Our sincere thanks go to Luke and his team of Harry, Steve and Jacob, not forgetting Alan for 

copious cups of tea on what was a cold day and for his tour of the workshops. 

We plan to have this as an annual event on our calendar. 

Mike Pelling. 

 

Tim and I had booked in our MG Express 160 Van and my MGB GT. We took Tim’s Son 

Eddie along for the experience and we all enjoyed lunch at the Walnut Tree pub beforehand. 

The Express Van engine bay, indeed the whole car, is not exactly show-quality, but despite 

having done 130;000 miles with minimal maintenance, it revved up to 7,000 rpm and 

exceeded 150bhp, confirming our view that it is still a real flyer. 

The guys at LSD obviously knew their stuff as when testing my MGB they noticed slight pre-

ignition above 4’500 revs, which they thought was due to the ignition being a couple of 

degrees too far advanced, so didn’t rev it any higher. The power was showing over 90bhp at 

that point and still climbing, they predicted it would be about 105bhp at 5,500 revs. Good 

enough for me 

Roger Martin 

Racing Season Starts 

Anglia Centre drivers will again be to the fore in many of the championships this year. The 

opening rounds will be on April 7th at Silverstone National circuit followed be Brands Hatch 

on April 28th and 29th   

 



         

 


